We are looking for a Business Analyst who as part of Product Management team will be the
vital link between our information technology capacity and our business objectives by
supporting and ensuring the successful completion of analytical, building and deployment
tasks of our software product’s features.
As a Business Analyst:
You Have:




A self motivated team with high energy levels.
A great office with a cool culture.
The freedom to do things your way, as long as you have a solid reason.

Your Responsibilities:
 Analysing a broadly-defined area using functional decomposition to define high-level
Epics and Stories in the Product Backlog
 Writing user stories as per SMART/INVEST guidelines so that they are clear and
concise and are easy to understand and implement by the development team
 Define configuration specifications and business requirements
 Represent the business requirements as detailed Wireframes, Activity, Data Flow, and
Use Case diagrams
 Help Design, Document and maintain system processes
 Perform requirement analysis on various products available and communicate the
same to the management on a timely basis.
 Preparation of SRS documents
 Work closely with the UI/UX team to oversee and signoff Prototypes and final
designs.
 Delivering elements of systems design, including data migration rules, business rules,
wireframes, or other detailed deliverables.
 Report on common sources of technical issues or questions and make
recommendations to Product team
 Act as a bridge between the development and business teams
 Communicate key insights and findings to Product team
 Constantly be on the lookout for ways to improve monitoring, discover issues and
deliver better value to the customers.
Your Qualities:











Previous experience in Business / Systems Analysis
Proven experience in eliciting requirements
Experience in analysing data to draw business-relevant conclusions and in data
visualization techniques.
Experience in UML Diagramming and using Wireframing / Prototyping tools.
Expertise on User acceptance testing will be an added advantage.
Excellent written and verbal communication, including technical writing skills.
Proficient in using MS Office, industry standard Wireframing / Prototyping tools
The ability to conduct cost/benefit analysis.
Analytical and conceptual expertise
Understanding of systems engineering concepts.

At Innopark- We are doers.
We imagine, Explore and create something new.
Founded in 2004, we are one of India's largest online gaming solutions company with
customer footprints across the globe, equipped with the competence and expertise to create
end-to-end gaming solutions on open source. Our strong presence in Europe combined with
in-depth knowledge of emerging markets and long term foresight have helped us create
award-winning gaming solutions, consistently.
Leveraging the talent of over 200 qualified professionals, we are a team that handles every
step of the gaming experience - right from idea and structure to design and development.
For those who are game for growth - welcome aboard.
To know more about Innopark, please log on to: www.innopark.in
Location: Hyderabad
Salary: Best in the Industry (no constraint for right applicant).

